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ABSTRACT 
We present a relation between the sets accepted by two-way pushdown automata 
and certain tape complexity classes of off-line Turing machines. Specifically, let L be 
a language accepted by a nondeterministic off-line Turing machine T. Let T have 
a t-symbol storage-tape alphabet. If for all but a finite number of n, T uses no more 
than log~tn storage cells when given an input of length n, then L is accepted by a two- 
way nondeterministic pushdown automaton. Thus, any nondeterministic ape com- 
plexity class L(n) such that sup,~ (L(n)/log n)) = 0 is a subfamily of the two-way 
nondeterministic pushdown automaton languages. 
I. DEFINITIONS 
We shall begin by giving formal definitions of the two-way pushdown automaton 
and off-line Turing machine. A two-way nondeterministicpushdown automaton (2NPDA) 
[1, 2] is an 8-tuple P = (K, Z, F, 8, q0, Z0, $, F), where K, 27, and F are, respectively, 
finite sets of states, input symbols, and tape symbols. F C_ K is the set of final states; q0 in 
K is the start state; Z o in /" is the start symbol; $ in Z is the endmarker; 
maps K • Z • P to the finite subsets of K • F* • {--1, 0, +1}. 
Informally, the 2NPDA P has a finite control which reads a symbol of Z" on its 
input tape and the top symbol ( in / ' )  of a pushdown store. P moves by changing 
the state of the control, replacing the top symbol of the store by a finite string of 
symbols (possibly the empty string) and moving its input head at most one symbol eft 
or right. Initially, P is in state qo, and its store consists of the single symbol Z 0 . 
The input w in (Z -- {$})* appears urrounded by a pair of $'s on the input tape, and P 
scans the left $. P accepts its input w if some sequence of moves (Recall P is 
* Current address: Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Princeton Univ., Princeton, N.J. 08540. 
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nondeterministic and may be capable of many different sequences of moves.) causes P
to enter a state of F with its input head at the right $. These intuitive notions are 
expressed formally below. 
A configuration of the 2NPDA P above is a triple (q, wSx, ~,), where q is in K, w 
and x in Z*, a in Z, and 7, in F*. We write (q t ,a l " "d~" 'an ,ZY)~-e  
(q2, al"'" d~-.. a~, ~/y), whenever 8(qi, ai ,  Z) contains (q2, ~", d) and j = i + d. 
Note that we require 1 ~< j ~ n. Also note that the hat indicates the position of the 
input head. The relation ~f is the reflexive and transitive closure of ~-~F- That is, 
Q~ ~- Qx, for all configurations Qx, and Qx ~f Q3, whenever there is a configuration Q2 
such that Qt ~-~ Q~ and Q2 ~ Q3. The pnguage accepted by P, denoted ~-(P), is 
{w in (27 -- {$})* [ (qo, $w$, Zo) ~- (q, $w$, ~,) for some q in F and ~, in F*}. 
A nondeterministic off-line Turing machine (NFTM) [3] is an 8-tuple 
T = (K, 22, F, 3, %, B, $, F), 
where K, 22, and/" are finite sets of states, input symbols, and tape symbols, respectively. 
F_C K is the set of final states; qo, $ and B are in K, 27, and/ ' ,  respectively, and 
are called the start state, endmarker and blank. Finally, 3 maps K X 27 X F to the 
subsets of K x F x {--1, 0, +1} x {--1, 0, +1}. 
The informal interpretation of the NFTM is similar to that of the 2NPDA, except 
that instead of a pushdown store, the NFTM has a semi-infinite, read-write storage 
tape, which is scanned by a tape head with two-way motion. A configuration of the 
NFTM Tis a triple (q, wdx, cd~,fl), where q is in K, w and x in 2:*, a in Z', a and fl in F*, 
and Z in F. We write 
(q,, 2,... a,, z , . . .  zm) V (q2, an, ?,"" 
whenever $(qx, ai, Zr contains (q~, Y, dl, d2) and the following relations hold: 
(1) k - - - - i+d l ;  l - - j+dz .  (d 1 and d 2 indicate the input and tape head 
motions.) 
(2) Y~ = Y; Yr ---- ZT for 1 ~< r ~< m and r r ]. (Y is the symbol written by the 
tape head.) 
(3) p----m unlessj----m and dz= +l ,  in which case l - - - -p - -m+l  and 
Yr ---- B. (If the tape head moves to a new symbol to the right, that symbol is blank 
and is included in the new configuration. 
(4) 1 ~< k ~< n and l /> 1. (T cannot leave the input tape nor leave the storage 
tape at the left end.) 
The relation ~'r is the reflexive and transitive closure of ~'r" The language accepted 
by T, denoted ~'(T), is {w in (22 -- {$})* [ (qo, $w$, B) ~r (q, $w$, aZfl) for some q in 
F, a and fl in F*, and Z in F}. 
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We sayT  is of tape eomplexityL(n) [4] if for each w in 2? "-2 and each aZ/3 and q such 
that (q0, $w$,/}) ~'r (q, a l " "  di-. .  an, ~/3), it follows that [ aZ/3 [ ~< L(n)? Thus, 
T is of tape complexity L(n) ilL(n) is an upper bound on the number of storage cells T 
uses given any input of length n (including endmarkers) and any valid sequence of 
moves of T. Nondeterministic complexity class L(n) is {L I L = Y'(T), for some T of 
tape complexity L(n)). Note that our notion of complexity class differs from that of [40, 
since our machines are nondeterministic and are not required to halt. 
Before proceeding to the main result, we offer one piece of nonstandard notation 
which will prove useful. A storage state of the NFTM T = (K, ~, I', 3, qo , B, $, F) 
is a pair (q, a~/3), where q is in K, ~ and/3 in / ' *  and Z in F. We say 
((Ldj) 
(el, &-"  2,.-. z,,) ~ (q2, g~... ~,... g,) 
whenever 8(ql, a, Zj) contains (q~., Y, d l ,  d2) and each of the relations (1)-(4), 
(a,d l) 
above, hold. That is, two storage states are related by rw-T---- whenever, on the 
assumption that T is scanning a on its input tape, T could make the indicated change 
in its state and storage tape, and move its input head in the direction indicated by d 1 . 
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of the definitions. 
L~.MMA 1. Let T = (K, 27,/', 3, qo, B, $,F) be a NFTM.  Then w in (2 -- {$})* 
is in ~ ' (T )  if and only if  there is a sequence of storage states So, S 1 ,..., Sin, a sequence of 
members of.X, bx , b 2 .... , b= , and a sequence of elements of{--1,  O, +1}, d 1 , d 2 .... , din, 
such that: 
(bi,d 0 
(1) &-t  ~ Si for 1 <~ i <~ m; 
(2) Let $w$ = aa "'" a~ and define Po , P~ ..... p,, by Po = 1 and Pi -~ Pi-a + di , 
for 1 ~ i ~ m. Then b~ = : a~,_, , for 1 ~ i ~ m. 
(3) p,, = n; the state o rS  o is qo , and the state of S,, is inF. 
Proof. Let Qo, Q1 ,..., Qm be a sequence of configurations of T leading to acceptance 
of w, say Qi = (qi, wi ,  ni). Then we may let Si = (qi, ~), bi be the symbol with the 
hat in wi-1 and d i be the difference in the hatted positions in wi and wi-1, for all 
l< i<m.  
Conversely, given So, S 1 ..... S, , ,  etc., we can construct configurations Qo, Q1 ,..., Q,, 
by letting Qi = (qi, wi, ~i), where S~ = (qi, ~), and w~ is w with a hat over the pith 
symbol. Then Qi-1 ~-r Qi,  for 1 ~ i ~ m, and this sequence of configurations proves 
acceptance of w. 
1 I x ] is the length of string x. 
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II. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 1. LetL = ~r(T)for some NFTM T = (K; z~, F, 8, qo , B,F), and let I" 
have t members. I f T is of tape complexity L(n), and L(n) <~ log~t n, for all but a finite 
number of n, then there is a 2NPDA P such that L = oq'(P). 
Proof. We will discuss how P acts on words whose length, n, is such that 
L(n) <~ log u n. The finite number of other words are inspected using P's finite control. 
The construction ofP is somewhat involved, so we will describe P in three phases. 
(1) P must store a storage state of T in various ways. The state of T is stored in 
P's control. The storage tape contents can appear either on the pushdown store, 
encoded in the position of P's input head or as a combination ofthe these two methods. 
(2) P guesses a sequence of storage states of T, say So, Sx ,..., S, , ,  such that for 
d {b~'a0 1 ~< i ~< m, there exist b t and ~ such that S~_ 1 ~ Si 9 The initial storage state 
is (q0,/~). Suppose the storage tape of S~_ 1 is stored on P's pushdown list, and below it 
on the list appears (bi_x, di_x)(bi_z, di-2)"'" (bt, dx) with (bx, dx) at the low end. 
P removes tape symbols of T from its pushdown store and encodes them, one 
at a time by its input-head position. (We will explain exactly how later.) When P 
comes to the symbol with the hat, say 2, it guesses b~ and a move of T which is allowed 
given that T is scanning b~ on its input tape and Z on its storage tape and is in the state 
of S~_ x . P then adjusts the tape string of T to reflect this move and stores the 
entire string by its input-head position. Then P places (b~, d~) on its pushdown 
store, where di the direction of input-head motion in the move guesesd by P. Finally, 
P takes the tape string of T from its input head position and places it on its pushdown 
store again. 
(3) If the state of S~ is inF, P has the option of guessing that it has entered in turn, 
the storage states corresponding to a sequence of configurations of T leading to 
acceptance of its input. In a manner we shall describe, P then compares its input with 
the sequence (bl, d~)(bt_t, di_t) '"  (b I , dl) on its tape to verify that its guess was 
correct. 
Having given this overview of the construction, we will proceed to present he 
detailed algorithm. 
.4. Encoding Tape Strings 
To begin, we choose an enumeration ofthe 2t symbols in F and/~ = {2 [ Z is in F}, 
such that B is assigned to 0,/} to 1 and the others to 2, 3 ..... 2t 1 1. A string ~ in 
(/" u/~)* can be treated as a 2t-ary number. Let 4J(i) be the string in (/" U/~)*, which 
is the integer i written in base 2t with no leading O's. If P has a string a in (i t" U/~)* 
on its pushdown store (with the left end of a at the top of the store) and has i symbols 
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to the left of its input head, then we say P holds the string ~b(i)~; ~ is said to be held on 
the store and ~b(i) on the input. Thus, high-order positions are on the input; the lowest- 
order position is bottommost on the store. 
Suppose P holds Z~ "" Z t on the store and Z~ ... Zi+ 1 on the input; i.e., the input 
head is at position j = ~-I(Z,, ".  Zi+l). We assume that P 's  input is of length n, 
and m ~ log2t n. There is a sequence of moves of P that will cause P to hold Zi-t "'" Za 
on the store and Z,~ ... Z~ on the input at its conclusion. These moves can be 
specified using a finite number of states. Informally, P moves its input head to the 
left endmarker. Each time P moves left, a special marker X o is placed on the pushdown 
store. Upon reaching the left endmarker, P moves its input head 2t symbols right for 
each X 0 on its store. Then, P moves ~b-l(Zi) symbols further right and removes Zi 
from the store. Certainly the store holds Zi-t  "'" Z t .  I f  P 's  head was originally at 
position j, its new position represents ~b(2tj + ~-l(Zi) = Z , , ' "  Z~. This process 
we shall call moving a symbol from store to input. It is left to the reader to show that a 
finite number of states are needed to specify this process. 
Similarly, a finite number of states suffice to do the following operations. 
(1) Moving a symbol from input to store. P begins with Z,, "" Zi on the input and 
Zi-x "'" Z1 on the store and ends with Z,, ... Zi+l on the input and Zi "'" Z1 on the 
store. 
The algorithm P follows is to move its input head to the left endmarker, putting 
an X 0 on the store at each move. Then P moves one input symbol right for each 2t Xo's 
on the store. I f  r is the number of X0's remaining, 0 ~< r < 2t, P erases them and 
adds ~b(r) = Z~ to the top of the store. 
(2) Moving all symbols from input to store. P begins with Z,, " .  Zi on the input 
and Z~_ 1 .-. Z1 on the store and ends with Z,, ... Z x on the store and its input head 
at the left endmarker. Note that Z,n ~- B, since only strings with no leading blanks 
appear on the input. 
(3) Moving all symbols from store to input. P begins with Zm "'" Z, on the input 
and Zi-x ""Zx on the store and ends with Zm "'" Za on the input and removes 
Z~_ x ... Z 1 from the top of the store. The case i -- m + 1 (the input head is at the left 
endmarker) is not ruled out, but we require Zi_ 1 :~ B in this event. 
B. Generating a Sequence of Storage States 
Using the four operations described above as primitives, we shall describe how P 
nondeterministieally generates all possible sequences of storage states of T that begin 
(b a) with (q0, J~) and are related in sequence by the relations ~ for various b and d. 
I f  (q, a) is a storage state, then P will store q in its control and hold/3 ~ (on the store 
and input), z where/~ is ~ with any suffix of blanks (not including/}) deleted. Note that 
//R stands for the reversal of//. 
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since T is assumed to have as many blanks as needed to the right of the portion of tape 
it has used, no information is lost by this encoding. Initially, P stores q0 in its control 
and places/~ above a bottom-of-store marker on its pushdown store. The P then 
performs the following operation as many times as it chooses. 
(1) Suppose P stores state q of T in its finite control and holds a on its store, 
with its input head at the left endmarker. P acts as though T had storage state 
(q, 03). It chooses any b in 27 and d in {-- 1, 0, + I} and in the manner we shall describe, 
finds a storage state (p, fl) such that (q, 03) ~- -  (p, fl). 
(2) P repeatedly moves symbols from the store to the input, until a symbol 
appears on top of the store. Z is, of course, the symbol scanned by T's tape head in 
storage state (q, 03). Note that since T is of tape complexity log2t n, this can always be 
done. 
(3) P nondeterministically selects p in K, Y in F and e in {--1, 0, +1}, 
such that 8(q, b, Z) contains (p, Y, d, e). If no such selection exists, P halts in this 
sequence of moves. 
(a) If e ---- 0, P changes ~ on top of the store to I2 and goes to Step 4. 
(b) If e -~ +1 (T moves right), P changes ~ to Y, moves one symbol, say X, 
from input to store and changes X to ,~. If the input head is at the left-hand endmarker, 
however, P instead adds/~ to the store. In either case, P goes to Step 4. 
(c) If e = --1 (T moves left), P changes 2 to Y and moves Y from store to 
input. If a symbol of F, say X, remains on the store, it is changed to ~ and P goes to 
Step 4. If no symbol remains, P halts in this sequence of moves, since T cannot move 
left from its storage tape. 
(4) P changes the state of T recorded in P's control to p and moves all 
symbols in F from store to input. Since T is of tape complexity log2t n, this step can 
always be done. 
(5) P places the symbol (b, d) on top of the store to indicate the relation 
between the storage state (q, ~) and the one it has just constructed and then moves all 
symbols from input to store. 
(6) P nondeterministically returns to Step 1 or proceeds to perform Part C 
of this algorithm. 
From the above construction and induction on m, we see that there is a sequence of 
storage states S O , $1 ,..., S,, such that S O = (qo, t~) and S~_1 ~ c~,.ad S~ if and only if 
there is a sequence of moves of P which cause P to enter Step 6 with S,~ stored and 
the symbols (b,,,, d,,Xb,,,_ 1 , d,,,_l) "'" (bl, dl) at the bottom of P's pushdown list. 
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C. Checking That the Moves of T Are Consistent with the Input 
We shall now show how P checks whether b . . . . . .  b 1 and d,, ,..., d 1 are sequences 
satisfying Lemma 1. 
(1) P checks that T's state is in F and halts otherwise. 
(2) P erases ymbols in /" from its store to expose (b,,, d,,) ". (b a ,dl). P moves 
its input to the right endmarker. 
(3) I f  a symbol of the form (b, d) is on top of the store, P does Step 4. If the 
bottom-of-store marker appears there, P accepts if its input head is at the left end- 
marker and otherwise halts without accepting. 
(4) P erases (b, d) from the top of the store, moves d symbols left on its input 
and checks that the symbol then scanned is b. (Note that d = --1 causes P to move 
right.) I f  not, P halts without accepting. I f  b appears, P returns to Step 3. 
Suppose that when P enters phase C, it has a x .." a, on the input and 
(bin, d,~) ... (ba, da) on its store. P will accept if and only if ~j~l d~ =- n - -  1, and for 
" d all i ~< m, b~ = a,~_~, where r = Z j  i J 9 Let P0,PI  .... ,Pro be defined as in Lemma 1 
by P0 = 1 and p, = Pi-1 + d~, for i > 0. By algebraic manipulation, we see that P 
will accept if and only if p,, = n and bi = a~,_t, for 1 ~< i < m. We conclude that 
Or(P) = Or(T) by Lemma 1. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. f f  sup~ [L(n)/log n]----0, then nondeterministic complexity class 
L(n) is a subset of the 2NPDA languages. 
Proof. Let L be a language in this complexity class. Then L-- - -~r(T) 
for some NFTM T of tape complexity L(n), having t tape symbols. Since 
sup~_~o [L(n)/(log n)] = 0, there are but a finite number of n such that L(n) > log2t n. 
Let N be the set of all such n, and write L = L x k) L 2 , where L x = {w in L [ the length 
of w is in N} andL z = L -- L x . Then L 1 is finite, andL a is accepted by a NFTM with 
t tape symbols of tape complexity log2t n. By Theorem 1, L 2 is accepted by a 2NPDA. 
Since the 2NPDA languages are closed under union with a finite set [1], L = L 1 • L 2 
is a 2NPDA language. 
I I I .  FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
The two theorems presented are the only results in this area known to the authors. 
It is not known whether the analogous result holds for deterministic automata. 
Likewise, it is not known whether all languages in complexity class log n are 2NPDA 
languages. It is true from [4] that if L is of tape complexity logbt n, then it is of tape 
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complexity logbz n for any b 1 and b 2 greater than 1. However, the number of tape 
symbols needed varies with the logarithmic base chosen, so the condition of Theorem 1
may or may not be satisfied for L. Upper bounds on the tape complexity of 2NPDA 
languages do not come close to the "lower bound" of Theorem 2. The best result 
known here is that all 2NPDA languages are recognized by a deterministic Turing 
machine of tape complexity n ~ [2]. 
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